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AS PART OF ITS CONTINUING MISSION TO MAINTAIN THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION IN THE COAL MINING INDUSTRY, CONSPEC CONTROLS HAS ADDED A REGIONAL
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR CENTER TO ITS GLOBAL NETWORK OF SERVICE, MAINTENANCE AND
ENGINEERING FACILITIES.

Grand Junction, CO - The new operation, located in Grand Junction, Colorado will provide both distance and on-site service and

maintenance for all CONSPEC mine gas sensing products and systems to coal operators in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah and

Wyoming. “The Grand Junction facility rounds out our North American customer support system by giving us a boots-on-ground

presence in the western United States,” said CONSPEC marketing manager, Jeff Callihan. “The new facility’s capacity is bolstered by

CONSPEC’s North American Engineering and Support Center in Denver, giving Conpsec an unrivaled capacity for prompt, reliable,

expert service in this important coal mine region. When viewed in conjunction with our Operations & Manufacturing facilities in

Charleroi, PA and North York, Ontario, and our engineering & technical support operations in Denver, CO, Ingleburn, Australia and

Beijing China, CONSPEC’s dedication to reliability and customer satisfaction is paramount, which is exactly the way we want it to be,”

Callihan said.

About CONSPEC Controls: CONSPEC Controls is internationally recognized as a leader in the design, development and manufacture

of gas detection instruments, monitoring devices and environmental control systems for the energy production industry. For more

than 45 years CONSPEC Controls had pioneered the design, development and manufacture of environmental and atmospheric

sensing and safety technologies to optimize performance, maximize production and increase profits for mine operators and energy

producers around the world. Through decades of collaboration with leading mining companies, government/industry research

organizations, as well as strategic corporate partners, CONSPEC has provided the best workplace safety systems and devices

available for the protection of personnel, property and equipment.

CONSPEC Controls offers a wide array of products, ranging from fully integrated installations to stand-alone, devices. The company’s

user-friendly devices are engineered to interface with both new and existing control equipment. Due to its long history in the mining

industry, CONSPEC equipment is “coal grade,” that is, designed to work in the harshest environments. Combining state-of-the-art

manufacturing and research, CONSPEC Controls creates specialized instrumentation and equipment that meets individual customer

applications and requirements.

For more details visit: http://www.conspec-controls.com
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